Controlling interfered area in interferential current stimulation by electrode-area patterning.
Interferential current therapy is a noninvasive therapy using simultaneously two or more medium-frequency currents passing through tissue. By controlling the interfered area of the current flows, selective stimulation is possible in target muscles, including deep muscles. However, controlling the interfered area or the intensity of the current precisely is still lacking. Using simulations based on a biological model of the thigh as well as electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) experiments, we investigated the influence of electrode area ratio in changing the interfered area of the currents. Simulation and experiments were conducted under the same conditions, whereby current signals were applied through electrodes placed on the quadriceps and hamstring with an electrode area ratio of either 1:1 or 3:1. A comparison of the simulation results showed that the interferential current density decreased near the larger area electrode but increased near the smaller area electrode. In addition, the EMS experiment also showed that the quadriceps were stimulated using electrodes in a 1:1 area ratio, and the hamstrings were stimulated using electrodes in a 3:1 area ratio. These results demonstrated the possibility of controlling the area application of interferential current through electrode area patterning.